1985 Fold-Down Camping Trailers & Truck Campers

No one was ever sorry they bought the best
Fold-down camping trailers: the easiest to own of any RV

Do you like the family togetherness and economy of camping? But don't like cumbersome tents, hard ground or mud?

The Most Versatile R.V.

Fold-down camping trailers are easy to tow, park, and drive in traffic. They're also handy for fishing and hunting, or attending outdoor concerts and races. You can even set them up in the backyard as a guesthouse for visiting friends. They're truly a versatile recreational vehicle.

A More Efficient Package.

Foot for foot of frame length, fold-downs offer a lot more room than travel trailers. Less weight and wind drag means less fuel used, and it's much easier to store.

Honest Weights...

All camping trailer weights listed in this catalog have been independently certified by the well respected United States Auto Club. Standard production models were selected at random and weighed on USAC's finely calibrated scales. This is the most honest method possible to determine representative weights. However, the weight of any individual trailer may be slightly more or less than those published. Why? Because basic component materials such as steel, aluminum, plywood and paneling are subject to plus or minus thickness variations when produced. Though well within their limits of tolerance, a few thousandths of an inch difference in the thickness of these materials can produce measurable weight differences, up or down.

Some companies follow the practice of labeling only the axle weight of their trailers as "curb weight". Don't be confused. To find out the claimed total dry weight of their trailers, "hitch weight" and "curb weight" must be added together. This is a calculation the consumer must make since these companies do not provide a total weight. Starcraft lists the axle weight, hitch weight and total dry weight for every trailer model in bold type, no asterisks or fine print.

When Starcraft trailer weights are compared to those of other brands they may seem higher. Starcraft's rugged construction and quality features account for part of the difference. As for the unexplainable difference, all we can say is that only Starcraft trailer weights are independently certified. That's integrity, that's Starcraft.

Starcraft. The number one value in fold-downs

Starcraft is the world's largest fold-down camping trailer company and has built more than twice as many campers as anyone else. Our experience simply can't be matched. For almost twenty years we've led the industry in meaningful innovation. A successful internal lift system, hot water showers, indoor/outdoor stoves, and swing up kitchens are just a few Starcraft firsts. We manufacture only bona fide full-systems camping trailers.

Economical Vacations.

Our fold-down camping trailers are inexpensive to buy, maintain, and operate. Independent, real world tests by the United States Auto Club have proven that a Starcraft fold-down consumed only about one extra gallon of gas per hundred miles driven. The documented savings in hotel rooms and restaurant meals are solid proof that a Starcraft camper can quickly pay for itself.


We manufacture fold-downs at two facilities in the U.S. and one in Canada. Factory service is also available at a location. We're the only company with more than one facility. We have hundreds of dealers coast to coast in the U.S. and Canada. Our 4,000 plus member camper club even has a chapter in England. You're never alone when you buy a Starcraft.

Five Years Of Coverage.

Our lifter system, roof, floor and frame are covered by a 5-year limited warranty. The first three years cover parts and labor, the last two years parts only. No one has a better warranty, and ours is transferable. Ask your dealer for details.

Highest Resale Value.

Our company has been in continuous operation since 1903. 82 years of integrity as exemplified by our policy of honest weights. We have over 1,000,000 satisfied customers of recreational vehicles, boats and vans - all significant consumer products. Our products regularly command the highest in resale values - just ask any owner or look in the classifieds.
Starcraft features and quality can’t be matched by any brand

That’s easy to say, but our trailers prove it and speak for themselves. The following standard features are on all our models, even our smallest, lowest priced one.

Starcraft has built far more lifter systems than anyone else and the thousands still in use after almost 20 years of service are the best testimonials. Nobody beats the Starcraft lifter system.

Solid Steel Bumper.
Solid steel bumpers are standard on all models. Some manufacturers offer them as an option which adds cost and weight.

Radiused Lock-Seam Roof.
Water runs right off. Other seams can work loose, causing water damage and decay. Side boards are double laminated no exposed wood to warp or bow.

Roof Vent.
Roof vents help remove cooking odors and fumes and allow for comfortable ventilation. $100,000 motor homes have roof vents and so should your R.V.

Independent Torsion Bar Suspension.
Torsion bar suspension allows less sway and bounce than old-fashioned leaf springs. The smaller your car, the more I appreciate it. The very widest axle tracks also mean easier towing.

The Very Best Tent.
Starcraft manufactures all tents in 5 separate sections for good fit and ease of maintenance. They’re made from Terrasol 302, 11 to 1 army duck canvas which is water repellent, fade resistant, rot resistant and meets FMVSS Code 302. It features extensive lock stitching, double stitching, lap seams, fine mesh fiberglass screen, tinted vinyl windows and self healing zippers.

Dolly Jack.
All Starcraft campers have a one-piece dolly jack that’s absolutely the best system made today.

The World’s Best Lifter System.
The most proven system is also the easiest to crank up. A built-in brake automatically stops when you stop cranking - up or down. Our automatic stop makes overcranking impossible. Stainless steel cables, stainless steel posts and steel ball bearing pulleys eliminate corrosion and mean durability and safety. The floor design permits easy access for adjustments, inspection and maintenance. 5 year transferable limited warranty - see your dealer for details.

Wall To Wall Metal Underfloor.
A quality feature usually found only on very expensive motor homes and travel trailers. An extra layer of protection that seals your floor from the outside elements.
A new standard of excellence

AllStars have real wood cabinetry with solid oak cabinet door frames. Deluxe hardware is also trimmed in solid oak.

Every AllStar comes standard with an abundance of storage space.

The Constellation has an efficient galley with numerous storage cupboards and an extra-large stainless steel sink. Our hot water package is also standard to give you all the comforts of home.

THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF REAL WOOD

CONSTELLATION 24

Our Constellation sets a new standard of excellence for others to match. It has our hot water package which includes a gallon quick recovery water heater, a heavy-duty water pump, a 20-gallon water tank, and a hot/cold mixing faucet. It also has a huge chest of drawers, a stand-up wardrobe, and built-in chemical toilet storage, all as standard equipment.

These features and many more make Constellation the standard of excellence that camper companies must match, but for even more luxury, you can also add carpeting, a microwave oven or our plush velour fabric package.

Axle Weight: 1557  
Hitch Weight: 144  
Total Dry Weight: 1701
LONESTAR 24

Our LoneStar give you all the standard features you'd expect to find in a full-size travel trailer except two: extra weight and extra cost.

LoneStar standard equipment includes a twenty-gallon water tank and a six-gallon quick recovery water heater. It also has a well-organized galley with a large stainless steel sink, and comfortable sleeping room for eight. LoneStar also has our unique indoor/outdoor carry-out range and two separate dining/social areas.

If your family needs the room and comfort of a travel trailer, but doesn't need the extra weight and extra cost, our LoneStar will fit just fine.

Axle Weight - 1547
Hitch Weight - 161
Total Dry Weight - 1708

BACK UP LIGHTS
STANDARD ON ALLSTAR

LoneStar has built-in hinged lid chemical toilet storage compartment as standard equipment.

A double gas bottle is standard on Constellation and LoneStar and is included with the shower option on Galaxy and Stardust models.

RUGGED, TIME PROVEN CONSTRUCTION
Full-size luxury for full-size families

STARDUST 24
Our Stardust is designed for large families who want luxury, features, and lots of interior room. It gives you two separate dining and social areas by day which convert to comfortable sleeping quarters at night. The pull-out gaucho converts to an extra long 75” bed. Stardust also has our huge 69”x73” super-bunk which is almost queen-size in sleeping room and comfort. Stardust can sleep up to eight with ease.

We’ve also built lots of storage into our Stardust. In addition to the numerous cabinets and cupboards, there’s also a full-length stand-up wardrobe with porta-potti storage underneath.

For big families who are big on comfort, luxury and features, Stardust is the logical choice.

Axle Weight - 1496
Hitch Weight - 152
Total Dry Weight - 1648

Easy maintenance stainless steel sinks are standard in all Starcraft campers.

Our Stardust has large storage compartments down below the pull out gaucho.

Every AllStar has our convenient indoor/outdoor stove - standard.
You'll find lots of storage in our Galaxy. In addition to a full-length stand-up wardrobe and cabinets underneath the galley, there's also storage underneath the dinette seats.

Galaxy, like all our full-size models, also has a built-in magazine rack right next to the dinette.

**GALAXY 24**

The Galaxy is a long-standing member of the Starcraft line, and one of our more popular full-size models. It’s a six-sleeper with an open floor plan that gives you lots of elbow room as well as many top-quality standard features.

Like our Stardust model, Galaxy can also be equipped with our optional shower package. This addition gives you all the luxury of a travel trailer with significant savings in both weight and purchase price.

Our Galaxy has lots of open countertop space, which comes in handy both before and after meal preparation. Our high-pressure lamination process helps insure beauty and durability for seasons of camping excursions.

You'll also find a long storage cabinet and countertop area directly across from the galley area that features our convenient 3-drawer 'organizer' system and extra cabinet space.

**Axle Weight** - 1515
**Hitch Weight** - 159
**Total Dry Weight** - 1674
Every AllStar has a roomy outside storage trunk.

Starmaster comes standard with a large capacity ice box. Refrigerators are optional with your choice of 2-way or 3-way power operation.

LAMINATED INSULATED FIBERGLASS BUNK ENDS

STARMASTER 21

The fact that we've sold more Starmasters than some companies have sold total camping trailers should tell you something about its time proven appeal. With sleeping room for six, conveniently separate sleeping and social areas, and highly towable total weight of only 1364 pounds, Starmaster is ideal for most camping families.

Our new Starmaster has all the luxury and convenience improvements found throughout the 1985 AllStar line, including our new screen door and large 14"x14" roof vent. It also has a roomy, stand-up wardrobe and built-in porta-potti storage. Yes, we've improved the 1985 Starmaster...but we haven't changed the things that have made it a classic. Like luxury, convenience, and one of the most appealing floor plans made today.

Axle Weight - 1234
Hitch Weight - 130
Total Dry Weight - 1364
Starflyer.
good things come in small packages

STARFLYER 19

For its relatively short time in existence, Starflyer has achieved a position of prominence in the Starcraft camper line. It is indeed one of the most popular campers we make. Here's why: it's a comfortable, highly liveable floor plan with lots of built-in storage. It has an efficient U-shaped kitchen the family cook will love, and it has all the standard luxury features that have made Starcraft the world's best-selling brand.

With all its standard built-in luxury, this compact weighs a mere 1201 pounds. Starflyer proves that good things do come in small packages.

Axle Weight - 1100
Hitch Weight - 101
Total Dry Weight - 1201

Foam-backed decorator drapes are washable for easy care. Valances and tie backs are also standard.

Starflyer has numerous built-in storage compartments and a unique U-shaped kitchen to help you keep the galley area neat and well organized.

FULL 6'6” HEADROOM IN MOST MODELS. 6'4” IN ALL OTHERS.
Outstanding features found on all Starcraft Campers

Screen Door.
Our new 2-part self-storing screen door is better than ever. It features sliding panels that work as a screen door or a storm door. The canvas sidewalls attach with velcro for a tight, positive seal. It's better than a one-piece door because it's just a rigid, has more screen area, and sets up so much easier.

Bunk End Headroom.
All Starcrafts have comfortable headroom in the bunk ends. Also shown here is our 'super bunk', standard on all four of our full-size AllStars.

Lifter Covers.
Starcraft lifter posts are completely covered inside and out. Adds good looks and extra protection against flying insects.

Easy-Up Bunk Ends.
Bunk end set up on all Starcrafts is truly quick and easy. First, attach the bunk support poles to the endwalls and frame. Then pull the bunk out and secure the poles to the clips underneath. The sidewall canvas attaches to the bunk end with elasticized cords. The endwall is permanently attached so it never needs installation. Inside, set up is completed by snapping in the adjustable bunk support pole, pushing it up into place, and attaching it to the roof-mounted bracket. Set-up is completed in minutes without ever having to stoop over or crawl out on the bunk.

Wheel Wells.
Sturdy galvanized steel wheel wells are standard equipment. And our open perimeter frame design gives you easy access to tires and wheels.

Door Knobs.
All Starcrafts are equipped with sturdy, chrome door knobs just like those found on expensive travel trailers and motor homes.

Patio Light.
A convenient outside patio light is standard on all Starcraft campers. Remote interior switch on AllStar models.

Laminated Sidewall.
Sophisticated lamination techniques have helped us develop one of the strongest, yet lightest sidewalls found on any recreational vehicle. 4-ply on AllStars with foam insulation and 3-ply on StarLites. Truly time proven construction.

Brand Name Components.
We manufacture and assemble as many of our own components as possible to insure top quality control. The items we do buy on the outside, however, are well-known, well-respected brand names. Goodyear tires are standard on every Starcraft trailer. Large 12" and 13" size on most models.

See pages 20 and 21 for a complete list of all our standard features.

Wide Track Axles.
Starcraft campers have the widest tracks in the industry. Wider axles mean better stability and safer towing.
Starcraft's are built to last, thousands built more than 15 years ago are still in use today. You'll see them everywhere.

These cutaways highlight just a few features - see pages 20 and 21 for a comprehensive listing of all our standards.

AllStar. Best Camper made today

1 Massive 4" Steel Frame
2 4 Stabilizer Jacks - Bolted On
3 Fiberglass Laminated Bunk Ends
4 4-Ply, Insulated Laminated Sidewalls
5 5 Layer Laminated Floor with Insulation
6 Rugged Front & Back Wall Construction
7 12" or 13" Goodyear Tires on all Models
8 High Sidewalls for Loads of Storage
9 Vinyl Moisture Barrier (Inside Bunk Ends)
10 Open Wheel Frame Design

StarLite. Outstanding value

1 Rugged 3" Steel Frame
2 3-Ply Laminated Sidewalls
3 Open Wheel Frame Design
4 Rear Stabilizer Jacks
5 Wall to Wall Floor Covering
6 One Piece Plywood Bunk Ends
7 Real Wood Cabinetry
8 Vinyl Bunk Roofs and Ends Permanently Attached
The StarLite 21 galley module provides ample cupboard space for storing cooking and cleaning necessities.

All StarLites have on-board water tanks, which are part of our full systems philosophy. The StarLite 21 has 10-gallon tank capacity.

There's an optional bunk extension available on our StarLite 21 that can be set up or taken down in minutes. With the extension, the bunk measures 86"x71" and gives you more than 'king-size' sleeping room and comfort.

**STARLITE 21**
(Shown with optional Deluxe Group.)

When you look at its light, 1237 pound total weight and its attractive budget pricing, it's hard to believe you're getting a full-size, fully-featured camper. But just look at its standard equipment:

Our StarLite 21 has a complete galley with 3-burner chrome range, a stainless steel sink, and lots of cupboard storage down below. It has one-piece vinyl flooring, butcher block counter tops, and decorator drapes. There's also comfortable sleeping for a family of six.

If you need lots of room in your camper, but don't have lots of room in your budget, the StarLite 21 is just right for you.

Axle Weight - 1137
Hitch Weight - 100
Total Dry Weight - 1237

**STARLITE WEIGHTS INCLUDE MANY FEATURES THAT ARE OPTIONAL ON OTHER BRANDS**
Our Twin-Dinette StarLite sleeps eight

STARCRAFT 2

STARLITE 21 TD
(Shown with optional Deluxe Group.)

Our Twin-Dinette StarLite model gives you not just one dining and social area, but two. It’s a sensible floor plan for large families because the galley is located right between the two dinettes for easy access to both. Since we designed this Starlite for large families, we made sure it has lots of storage. You’ll find four large compartments below the dinette seats, in addition to its cupboard and drawer storage systems.

The StarLite 21 Twin Dinette is the ideal camper for large families with an eye for versatility and value.

Axle Weight - 1153
Hitch Weight - 104
Total Dry Weight - 1257

Our optional StarLite Deluxe Group includes an indoor/outdoor stove that operates off the camper’s main L.P. gas system. It’s only one of several attractive components in the package.

StarLite 21 TD has a cupboard with large, easy to clean drawers. There’s also room below for chemical toilet storage or extra camping gear.

Large roof vents are standard on all Starcraft models.

COMPARE STARLITE’S FEATURES TO THE COMPETITION’S PRICE
A new, unique StarLite

Our brand new side dinette model has been designed with generous amounts of storage and open countertop space. In fact, practically the entire door-side of the StarLite 21 SD features cabinets, cupboards, doors, and drawers to help you organize all your campsite necessities.

STARLITE 21 SD

We've added a new floor plan to our StarLite series which we think will be a popular addition. The StarLite 21 SD has several new design features we think are very appealing. When designing any new camper model, it must meet several important Starcraft criteria. The floor plan arrangement must be open and inviting. The SD is. The camper must have lots of convenient, built-in storage compartments. The SD has many. It must have separate, yet easily accessible dining and food preparation areas. SD passes this one easily. The interior must be functional during the day and provide comfortable sleeping capacity at night. The SD sleeps six.

The StarLite 21 SD has many attractive design features plus all the engineering excellence you'd expect from Starcraft. We think you'll agree... It's a winner!

Axle Weight - 1155
Hitch Weight - 78
Total Dry Weight - 1233

StarLite's standard equipment list includes a 3-AMP power converter for 12-volt or 110-volt power.

Like all StarLites, our new SL 21 SD has storage underneath the dinette seats. These roomy compartments have hinged plywood lids for easy access.
Who ever thought so much luxury could weigh so little?

STARLITE 19
(Shown with optional Deluxe Group.)
Even when fully loaded with all your camping gear, this Starlite is still extremely stable. With a total weight of 1099 pounds and a rated cargo capacity of 701 pounds, its total weight is still within the towability limits of most compact cars.

The StarLite 19 shown here has been equipped with our optional Deluxe Group. The exact contents of the package are detailed on page 23, but here are a few highlights...it has an indoor/outdoor stove that works off the camper's main LP gas system, 4" high-density foam cushions, and deluxe cabinetry throughout the interior.

Our standard StarLite 19 is one of the best values in a full-size camper available today, with the Deluxe Group, it becomes one of the most luxurious.

Axle Weight - 1008
Hitch Weight - 91
Total Dry Weight - 1099

StarLite's free-standing table can be set up quickly, indoors or out. It's just the right height to work with the indoor/outdoor stove which is part of our optional Deluxe Group. A 3-burner brushed chrome range is standard in every Starcraft model.

BRAND NEW MODEL FOR 1985!

The galley module in the StarLite 19 gives you plenty of storage for pots, pans, utensils, and accessories.

There's also a storage cabinet next to the dinette that gives you countertop space and three spacious drawers.

FULL 52" WIDE BUNK CUSHIONS
Our StarLite 17 only looks expensive

STARLITE 17

You won't believe what you get for the price! Our StarLite 17's standard features include a 3-burner chrome range, foam-backed decorator drapes, easy clean vinyl flooring, butcher block counter tops, and attractive real wood cabinetry.

Outside, the StarLite 17 has sturdy, non-rusting galvanized steel wheel wells, a solid integral rear bumper, stabilizer jacks, and a complete one piece metal under floor as standard equipment.

Inside and out, the StarLite 17 is a well equipped camper that's ideal for almost any family. Don't let its good looks fool you, though...it's really an economical sensibly priced camper.

Axle Weight - 894
Hitch Weight - 86
Total Dry Weight - 980

Every Starcraft features a rugged, built-in ice box with drain.

LAMINATED 3-PLY SIDEWALLS

Zippered, vinyl-backed reversible cushions are standard on every Starcraft, a nice feature if you have small children. Foam cushion inserts remove completely so covers can be cleaned.

LIGHT WEIGHT AND LOW PROFILE MEANS EASY TOWING
Storage is always an important concern, and these two StarLites have plenty of it! There are built-in storage compartments under the galley and under the seats to help you organize all your camping gear.

Our StarLite 14 has a large "bay window" that really lets in the great outdoors.

**MORE FEATURES PER DOLLAR**

---

**STARLITE 16**
This StarLite offers incredible value for families on a budget. It's a true "full systems" camper with water, electric, and L.P. gas systems as standard equipment. There's sleeping room for five and an impressively long list of standard features. Compare these features when you compare its price. You won't find a better buy under 1,000 pounds.

Axle Weight - 798
Hitch Weight - 86
Total Dry Weight - 884

**STARLITE 14**
You'll marvel at the way we've built so many convenience features into an 844 pound package. Our lightest lightweight is fully equipped, with water, gas, and electrical systems, yet towable by most of today's compact cars. And, like all Starcrafts, it's covered by our 5-year limited warranty.

Axle Weight - 750
Hitch Weight - 94
Total Dry Weight - 844
Fully-equipped quality-built Truck Campers

The dinette on our AeroStar 800 is a great place to share a meal, or tall stories about the day's activities. It converts down to a 73" long bunk that features comfortable 4" high-density foam cushions.

AS 700

Outstanding features make the AeroStar truck campers an outstanding value.

All three AeroStar truck campers have many desirable standard features. All three models have an overhead kitchen cabinet for additional storage and an indoor/outdoor stove that works off the main L.P. gas system.

AS 800

NO STOOP ENTRANCE DOORS
AEROSTAR 1000

The AS 1000 is designed for full size pick-up trucks. Even with all its luxury and convenience features, it weighs just a little over 1,000 pounds. This leaves you extra towing capacity to take along your fishing boat when you go out camping.

It took Starcraft to build as many luxury features into a truck camper as you'll find on our AeroStars. Inside, there are butcher block countertops, real wood cabinetry, one piece vinyl flooring, comfortable 4" bed cushions, and decorator drapes with tie-backs.

On the outside, you'll find a full-height self-storing aluminum screen door, a large outside access storage trunk, and our reliable, low-effort lifter system with stainless steel cables backed by our five-year limited warranty.

FULL 6'6" HEADROOM IN ALL AEROSTARS
AllStar series

STANDARD FEATURES
Large 12" & 13" Goodyear tires
Mag style 5 bolt steel wheels w/chrome cap
10" electric brakes on most models
Rubber torsion bar independent suspension
Super wide track design
Open wheel frame design
Galvanized steel wheel skirts
4" C-Channel heavy gauge steel frame
Split style integral steel bumper
4 bolt on adjustable wheel chocks w/handle
5 layer laminated floor - full insulation
One piece metal underfloor
One piece vinyl flooring
Spare tire mounting bracket
Low effort crank-up bunks
5-year limited lifter system, floor, frame, and roof warranty
4 poly laminated sided walls
Solid block foam insulation
Anodized aluminum extensions
Large, locking outside storage trunk
Exclusive, self-storing, 1 piece dollie wheel
Full 2" ball coupler
Safety chains
Back up lights/license plate light
8-way can/canister electric jack
20 lb. LP gas bottle w/hose & regulator (Single or Double)
Bed pole storage
Laminated, insulated fiberglass end bunks
1-piece easy glide bed system
Real wood interior paneling
Hinged, plywood seat box storage
Seamless vinyl end bunk roof
Auto-riser end bunk roof
2-way end bunk windows
5-piece sectionalized style tent
Terrazol 302, 11 oz. to 1 army duck canopy
Fire retardant canvas
3-way tinted vinyl windows
Fireproof fiberglass screen
Flame-blocked decorator drapes w/tie backs
240 VAC power outlet
110 VAC duplex outlets
110 VAC/12VDC 90 w/15 amp power converter
4 high intensity ceiling lights (2 double lights)
Amber photo light w/remote switch
Chrome 3 bumper, indoor/outdoor integral range
Stainless steel sink w/cover
Brass city water hook-up
10 gallon water tank
Patented swing-up galley unit
3 stage water faucet
Real wood cabinetry
Solid oak framed cabinet doors
Built-in ice box
Butcher block, high pressure laminate counters
Light weight indoor/outdoor table
1/4" aluminum screen door
Self-storing, flip up screen door
Extra large screen area w/privacy panel
Rugged metal framed lower door
Full size chrome door lower storage
Slide out storage drawers
Fire extinguisher
Heavy aluminum drawee tracks
14" x 14" crank-up roof vent
Door opens w/porch roof rise
4 ply laminated roof
Easy loading wardrobe - on most models
Chemical toilet storage
Super luxury cabinet door hardware
Aero seating outside storage
Metal clad laminated roof sideboards interior/exterior
Mill rolled seam roof
High density solid block foam roof insulation
Vinyl covered, Luan paneled ceiling
Box woven cushions
Vinyl bunk end moisture barrier

AeroStar series

STANDARD FEATURES
Two (2) single lights and (1) double light
One piece wood floor
One piece vinyl flooring
 Foam backed decorator drapes & tie backs
16" x 16" Mirror in vanity
Real wood cabinetry
Real windows w/safety glass & brown trim
Stainless steel sink
Hinged plywood seat box storage
Chrome 3-burner, indoor/outdoor integral range
10 gallon water tank
3-piece sectionalized style tent
Buoy storage
Brass city water hook-up
4" cushions
2 stage water faucet
Fold down wardrobe (AS 800)
75" Ice Box (35 on AS 700)
Cabinet overhead/kitchen
Chemical toilet storage
Full metal gas bottle box
Hardwood framed exterior doors
Super deluxe cabinet door hardware

Constellation 24

SPECIFICATIONS
Ext. length, closed 16' Bunk sizes 69"x73" 53"x73"
Ext. width, closed 6'8"
Ext. height, closed 4'7" Tire sizes B78x13ST-C"
Int. height, open 6'6" Axle weight 1557
Int. length, open 7'4" Hitch weight-dry 144
Int. width, open 6'6" Cargo load cap. 799
Sleeping capacity 8 Coupler size 2"

Starlight 24

SPECIFICATIONS
Ext. length, closed 16' Bunk sizes 69"x73" 53"x73"
Ext. width, closed 6'8"
Ext. height, closed 4'7" Tire sizes B78x13ST-C"
Int. height, open 6'6" Axle weight 1557
Int. length, open 7'4" Hitch weight-dry 144
Int. width, open 6'6" Cargo load cap. 799
Sleeping capacity 8 Coupler size 2"

Stardust 24

SPECIFICATIONS
Ext. length, closed 16' Bunk sizes 69"x73" 53"x73"
Ext. width, closed 6'8"
Ext. height, closed 4'7" Tire sizes B78x13ST-C"
Int. height, open 6'6" Axle weight 1496
Int. length, open 7'4" Hitch weight-dry 152
Int. width, open 6'6" Cargo load cap. 852
Sleeping capacity 8 Coupler size 2"

Starflyer 19

SPECIFICATIONS
Ext. length, closed 13'1" Bunk sizes 47"x71" 53"x71"
Ext. width, closed 6'6"
Ext. height, closed 4'7" Tire sizes B78x13ST-C"
Int. height, open 6'6" Axle weight 1100
Int. length, open 7'4" Hitch weight-dry 101
Int. width, open 6'6" Cargo load cap. 799
Sleeping capacity 6 Coupler size 2"

Galaxy 24

SPECIFICATIONS
Ext. length, closed 16' Bunk sizes 69"x73" 53"x73"
Ext. width, closed 6'8"
Ext. height, closed 4'7" Tire sizes B78x13ST-C"
Int. height, open 6'6" Axle weight 1557
Int. length, open 7'4" Hitch weight-dry 144
Int. width, open 6'6" Cargo load cap. 852
Sleeping capacity 8 Coupler size 2"

AeroStar 700

SPECIFICATIONS
Exterior length 10'9" Interior headroom 6'6"
Box length 7'4" Sleeping capacity 4
Exterior length 6'6" Bunk sizes 76"x48"
Width between wells 3'2" Total weight (dry) 796 lbs
Total height, closed 4'10"

AeroStar 800

SPECIFICATIONS
Exterior length 11'8" Interior headroom 6'6"
Box length 8'11" Sleeping capacity 4
Exterior length 7'2" Bunk sizes 84"x52"
Width between wells 4" Total weight (dry) 922 lbs
Options and accessories for your Starcraft

Starcraft has several options and accessories available to add luxury and convenience to your camper. Some of these can be ordered from our Parts Department, and some must be specified before the unit is manufactured. Be sure to check with your dealer for complete details.

- **Air Conditioner.** 7,100 BTU Duo-Therm Rotary. Prep package can be purchased separately (AllStars only).
  - **StarLite Heater.** Gravity-feed air flow. 10,000 BTU.

- **Canopy.** Silk-screened vinyl color-matched to sidewall graphics.

- **Tire and Bottle Cover.** Silk-screened vinyl with elasticized edging.


- **Boat Rack.** Lets you take your fishing boat along on your camping trip.

- **Screenroom.** Zips into canopy to help control bugs.

- **Doorstep.** Swings down from frame-mounted bracket for safe, secure installation.

- **Microwave.** Available on our Constellation.

- **Privacy Curtains.** Bunk end panels match window drapes.

- **AllStar Heater.** Forced-air circulation. 17,000 BTU.

- **Bike Rack.** Safe transport for almost any size two-wheel bicycle.
StarLite Optional Deluxe Group

For just a few extra dollars, you can add lots of extra luxury and convenience to your StarLite. Our optional decor package includes the items shown below:

4" Cushions. High-density 4" foam seat cushions give you extra comfort. Box-welting edges enhance appearance.

Indoor/Outdoor Range. 3-burner brushed chrome with separate couplers inside and outside.

You provide the setting - Starcraft provides luxurious quality.

Our shower option gives you convenience and privacy

Now you can avoid long early morning lines at the campground and have the privacy of a shower right in your own camper. Our optional shower package is available on the Stardust and Galaxy models and includes the following components:

- Fiberglass Cap w/Roof Clasps
- Shower Curtain
- Molded Fiberglass Tub
- Hot/Cold Mixing Faucet
- Hand-Held Shower Head
- Twenty-Gallon Water Tank w/Heavy-Duty Water Pump
- 6-Gallon Quick-Recovery Water Heater
- Extra 20 lb. LP Gas Bottle
- Wall-to-Wall Privacy Drape
- Doubles as Storage Compartment in Transit

Deluxe Cabinetry. Attractive door and drawer fronts similar to those used in AllStars.

Wheel Covers. Chromed hub caps for StarLite's 12" tire and wheel.

Graphics. Starcraft insignia and three sidewall stripes.

Decorator Valances and Tie Backs. The finishing touch to Starlites standard, foam backed washable drapes. Optional privacy curtains also shown.
See the exciting new Starcrafts at your local dealer:

Quality and Integrity since 1903

Starcraft, in business since 1903, is proud to be a Lear Siegler Company. LSI is a $2 billion plus organization well known for innovation, quality and integrity. Companies in the LSI group include Piper Aircraft (for which Starcraft has supplied FAA certified cabinetry), Smith and Wesson Law Enforcement Products, O’Day Sailboats, Cal Yachts, Audiotone hearing aids, Bogen high fidelity stereo equipment, and over 40 others.

LSI has major aerospace and electronic product lines and is also a leading supplier of seating to the automotive industry including high-tech seats for Corvette and Thunderbird. It’s an association that gives our customers justifiable confidence in our company.

Join the fun

When you own a Starcraft, you become eligible for membership in the Starcraft Camper Club. More than 4,000 people enjoy the local, regional, and international rallies held regularly. You'll receive the Camper Club Newsletter and a catalog displaying available Starcraft clothing and accessories. Get full information from your dealer or write to:

Starcraft Camper Club
1915 N. Cedar
P.O. Box 913
Mishawaka, IN 46545

1,000,000

Starcraft is now entering its 82nd year in business, and has more than one million satisfied customers. In addition to industry leadership in fold-down campers, Starcraft also makes fiberglass runabouts and cruisers as well as the world’s most popular line of aluminum boats. We also produce America's best-selling specialized automotive packages including vans and many other types of automotive chassis.

Starcraft Co.
W. Michigan St.
Topeka, IN 46571
219-393-2550

Additional locations include:
Corcoran, CA
Delhi, LA
Listowel, ONT, Canada

Dimensions, capacities, ratings and other specifications plus warranty and service information are available from your Starcraft Dealer. All product illustrations and data in this catalog are based upon information available at time of publication. Starcraft reserves the right to make changes without notice or obligation. See your Starcraft Dealer for the latest product information prior to purchasing. Some equipment shown separately or on products illustrated in this catalog may be optional at extra cost. Upholstery fabrics illustrated may change due to supplier availability. In any case the fabrics used will meet or exceed the quality of the pictured models.